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INFORMATION FOR CONTRIBUTORS 
Editorial Policy 
• Members of the Society of Georgia Archivists, and 
others with professional interest in the aims of the 
society, are invited to submit manuscripts for con-
sideration and to suggest areas of concern or sub-
jects which they feel should be included in forth-
coming issues of PROVENANCE. 
• Manuscripts received from contributors are submit-
ted to an editorial board. Editors are asked to 
appraise manuscripts in terms of appropriateness, 
pertinence, innovativeness, scholarly worth, and 
clarity of writing. 
• Only manuscripts which have not been previously 
published will be accepted, and authors must agree 
not to publish elsewhere, without explicit written 
permission, a paper submitted to and accepted by 
PROVENANCE. 
• Two copies of PROVENANCE will be provided to 
the author without charge. 
• Letters to the editor which include pertinent and 
constructive comments or criticism of articles or 
reviews recently published by PROVENANCE are 
welcome. Ordinarily, such letters should not ex-
ceed 300 words . 
.. 
• Brief contributions for Short Subjects may be ad-
dressed to Glen McAninch, Richard B. Russell Mem-
orial Library, University of Georgia Libraries, 
Athens, GA 30602 or to Box 261, Georgia State 
University, Atlanta, GA 30303. 
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Manuscript Requirements 
• Manuscripts should be submitted in double- spaced 
typescripts throughout-- including footnotes at the 
end of the text--on white bond paper 8! x 11 
inches in size. Margins should be about 1t inches 
all around. All pages should be numbered, in-
cluding the title page. The author's name and 
address should appear only on the title page, which 
should be separate from the main text of the manu-
script. 
• Each manuscript should be submitted in two copies, 
the original typescript and one carbon copy or 
durable photocopy. 
• The title of the paper should be accurate and dis -
tinctive rather than merely descriptive. 
• References and footnotes should conform to ac-
cepted scholarly standards. Ordinarily, PROVEN -
ANCE uses footnote format illustrated in the Uni -
versity of Chicago Manual of Style, 13th edition. 
• PROVENANCE uses the University of Chicago 
Manual of Style, 13th edition, and Webster 's New 
Inter national Dictionary of the English Language , 
3d edition (G. & C. Merriam Co.) as its standard 
for style, spelling, and punctuation. 
• Use of terms which have special meanings for ar-
chivists, manuscript curators, and records man-
agers should conform to the definitions in "A Basic 
Glossary for Archivists, Manuscript Curators, and 
Records Managers," American Archivist 37, 3 
(July 1974). Copies of this glossary are available 
for $2 each from the Executive Director, SAA, 330 
S. Wells St., Suite 810, Chicago, IL 60606. 
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